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Three football players ruled
ineligible, won’t play Cal Bears
BY STEVEN CHAE
,’.111lVrthr

Spartan tootball head coach
Ron Turner would love his offensive linemen and fullbacks to
open up gaping holes but not
in the starting line-up.
Just two days before the season opener at the University of
California at Berkeley, three
Spartan starters have been
scratched from the roster due to
academic reasons.
On Thursday, SJSU Head
Coach Ron Turner announced
fullback
that three starters
John Thompson, left tackle
Reuben Johnson and right guard

Alten Faletoi will not be
allowed to suit up for Saturday’s
game. Johnson has been declared
ineligible for the entire 1992 season, while Faletoi and Thompson
will be lost for "an indefinite time
period:’ according to a statement
released by the SJSU athletic
department.
Student athletes are required
to take 24 semester units
between seasons of competition,
while maintaining a 2.0 grade
point average, according to
Charles Whitcomb, athletic
department faculty representative. In addition, 18 of those 24
units must be in the student-athlete’s declared major.

Violating any of these standards would make an athlete
ineligible for competition. Whitcomb stressed that many of these
requirements are SJSU-mandated, going beyond the minimum
standards set by the NCAA.
Sports Information Director
Lawrence Fan would not explain
why Johnson was the only player
to be banned for the entire season, saying only that "the circumstances of one may not apply
to the others:’
Though the team was moving
toward filling the positions, Fan
nevertheless described the situation as "disruptive:’

Tapestry in Talent paints
the town this weekend.
l’axe

Get your wallets out;
the bill is on the way
Late remittances to be penalized
’Tartan Duly Stall Rqort

grades or no graduation.
Legislation is pending in
Sacramento that would allow
the fees to be paid over an
extended period of time,
although the progress of the
bill is not known.
If students are late in paying the fees, they will be
assessed a penalty.
Fees can be paid by check,
but the student’s social security number must be included on the check.
Cashiering Services has
an outside depository so students can pay the fees without waiting in line.

The first set of bills for the
40 percent fee increase will
be mailed out by Sept. 14
and payable by Sept. 30, with
the second set of bills to be
sent out on Sept. 21 and due
by Oct. 7.
Those students carrying
6.1 or more units will be
billed in the first mailing,
while the latter date is a
catch-all for the remaining
students.
If the remaining fees are
not paid by their due date,
students can face either disenrollment, a hold on their

Johnson lost for
entire 1992 season
BY JIM SILVA
Sparhin Daily Sports Editor

Reuben Johnson had been
looking forward to Saturday’s
game against the Cal Golden
Bears all summer now he has
to wait another year to play his
first game in a Spartan uniform.
On Monday Johnson was told
by SJSU Head Coach Ron Turner
that he would not be allowed to
See DISAPPOINTMENT, Page 4

Democrats rally

KAREN NANNEN - 4.AfiT AN DAIL ‘f

Seniors Scott Sumwalt and Vanessa Walling discuss abortion issue.

Democrats come
to SJSU seeking
support, votes
BY RJOIAlt1) EsPIN()ZA
!Tear: I >a,1$ Nutt %.% .

KARI N I (ANNE P

WWI AN 14.11

On a sunny Thursday, during a noontime rally, state democratic hopefuls address students, rally against Gov. Wilson and Republicans.

Democratic Party candidates
and activists told SJSU students
that they make up part of a 2.4
million -member group that can
swing the November elections if
they simply get involved.
But roughly 80 percent of these
students let that power go to waste
by not registering to vote. The
SJSU Campus Democrats and the
California Democratic Party
kicked off a "get out the vote" campaign Thursday to try to harness
this political power.

Welcome Day entices, informs students
Games, booths,freefood part ofSJSU’s
celebration to build community spirit
KARA CAROA
vart An I kuly

Wnter

Whether students planned to
attend Welcome Day ’92 or were
merely passing through, most
agreed it was informational, fun
and a way to bir :Id community
spirit among the mostly cornmuter-student population.
"It’s wonderful, especially for
the freshman. I thought it would
be silly games and booths again,
but it wasn’t. It was informational:’
said Dai Luong, a senior business
accounting major.
More than 85 of the 200 -plus
student organizations were represented at the Associated Studentssponsored event .
Booths, staffed by students, club

members and faculty and staff,
were stocked with informational
brochures on the many student
organizations and services available to SISU students.
Steady crowds were centered
around tables giving away freebies
such as "club packs:’ film, condoms and ice cream.
"I’ve got more potential than
Baskin Robbins," said I.ewis
Bundy, from Student Development
Services, who served ice cream
cones at the "ice cream social:’
Santa Clara County Health
Department representatives, Roddie Pickens and Michael Bradford
passed out free condoms and
informational brochures and
answered students’ questions.
"The message is beginning to

get out there that it’s a people dis
case. People have to remember
that its easier to prevent A I Ds
than t urc it. People can make a
better decision if they are educated:’ Pickens said.

penis models on the Condom Cu )p table were for demonstrations
By 11 a.m., only one hour after
opening, the Condom Co-Op had
run out the initial supply of con
dorns and had to replenish it.

AIDS denial
"There’s lots of denial in the col lege community. Students still
think it’s a gay disease or that you
have lobe a drug user or a crack
head. The problem is that you can’t
tell (if someone has AIDS) by
looking at them:’ Bradford said.
Next to the Santa Clara County
Health Department booth was the
Condom Co-Op. Sponsored by
Health Education and Student Services, the Condom Co -Op sells
condoms to students at cost.
"Condoms are not effective
because people don’t know how to
use them:’ said Naz Motayan,
Director of Peer Education Pro grams, who explained the three

Petitions signed
Students were also asked to sign
petitions in support of various
causes, attend rallies and register
to vote.
Representatives from the Registrar of Voters office said, according
to their informal poll, approximately 60 percent of the students
were already registered to vote.
"I came to find out about sororities, clubs and activities, but there
are lots of political groups here. I
liked the IOU idea:’ said lunko
Vroman, freshman, art major,
referring to the IOU’s passed out
by Mike Andrade, Associated Student Director of Student Spun
sored Programs.

Senate candidate Dianne Temstein, billed as the rally’s keynote
speaker, stayed in San Francisco to
be near her hospitalized daughter.
She went ahead with an interview
on KG0 radio Thursday since it
did not require her to leave the
Cit V.

" The event was never supposed
to be built around Dianne:’ Fein stein’s scheduler Diana Arnspiger
said, "but I think they did it anyway:’
About 200 people gathered at
noon in the student union
See DEMOCRATS, Page 3

Cuban researcher discusses
challenges of country’s young
BY ABIOS FABIAN
,partan Oily

Wrihr

Cuba’s President Fidel Castro was last elected by 97 percent of Cuba’s eligible voters
in free and open elections,
said Cuban youth leader Ibis
Alvisa Gonzalez, in the
Almaden room on Wednesday.
But most Cubans hate Castro, according to Rosaelana
Menendez, a senior health
science -community/occupational health education major
who attended the lecture.
hlenendez’s brother-in-law is
from Cuba.
Such
disagreements
emerged between Gonzalez
and some audience members

during a speech about Cuban
youth, the revolution and
Cuba’s role in the world today.
is a
Gonzalez, 28,
researcher at the Center for
Youth Studies. The center provides information on the challenges facing Cuban youth in
employment, education and
volunteer work, according to
her biography.
Gonzalez arrived at SM.’
as part of a nine-city tour of
the United States. She was
sponsored locally by Faculty
for Social Responsibility,
SISU, San Jose Peace Center,
Labor Committee on El Salvador and Central America
and Peace for Cuba, South
Bay.
.See CUBAN LEADER, Pv, 4
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EDITORIAL

Governor’s new budget has
abandoned state priorities
Education slashed,
prisons given more
It’s ironic that the new budget forced
on the state by the governor places
more of a value on prisoners than it
does on education.
Is this a sign of where Gov. Pete
Wilson has set his priorities? Or, has
the governor thrown the value of
higher education further down the
drain?
While the C,SU system took a cut of
$146 million, the budget allocation for
prisons was given an additional $4
million. It sounds like a case of
penalizing those who want to better
themselves over those who have a
problem coping with society.
The fact of the matter is that with
the 8.8 percent cut, SJSU will be
financially strapped once again. There
will be numerous faculty layoffs, classes
cut, and classrooms filled beyond
capacity. And that’s just on the surface
of things.
On the underside of things, the
CSU’s Mission statement, which allows
for the admission of the top 30 percent
of the state’s high school graduates to

attend any C.SU college, is in deep
trouble.
After all, with admissions at SJSU
blocked until Fall 1993, the Mission
statement comes up short in serving
the recent block of high school
graduates. And even community
college transfers are being denied
admission into the CSU system
because of the overcrowding.
The reality is that the governor was
so hell bent on getting his way that he
give little concern to the people of the
state.
Unlike the governor, we don’t think
that increasing taxes in some small
capacity, or rolling the budget over, was
that horrible. Increasing taxes would
have spread the pain around more
evenly.
After all, the 40 percent increase in
fees is a tax on students and is limited
in that it’s placed on students.
We think the governor was wrong in
holding the line so hard, thereby
forcing the state to suffer all around.
And we also believe that state
legislators were wrong in giving in to
the governor’s unreasonable demands.
After all, in the end, it’s the people of
the state of California who are once
again being forced to endure the pain
of the short sightedness.

Nosy neighbor overreacts
sending police to false alarm
GLiclys Kravitz was the nosy
neighbor who bothered
,iniantha and Darrin
,tephens on the TV sitcom
"Bewitched." She was certain that there
was something different with Samantha
and there was. This perceptive neighbor
watched closely the going-ons of her
neighbors across the street. But by
spending so much time trying to prove
Samantha was a wicked witch, Mrs.
Kravitz became a strange one herself.
Mrs. Kravitz is alive and well in San
lose. But she has finally convinced her
husband to join in her intruding tactics.
lie called up San Jose Police on a hot
Friday afternoon to tell them that two
vagrants he had never seen before, possibly a man and a woman, were living
out of their car in front of a neighbor’s
house.
Like many college students, my friend
figuratively lives out of her truck. She is
usually too busy and too lazy to keep her
portable home immaculate. And after
three months of her home away from
home traveling with her everywhere she
went, she decided to dean up her act.
It seemed rather at
when the San
Jose policeman started walking towards
her, on the lazy afternoon at the end of
our first week in school. We were just
cleaning out her truck and getting some
sun.
He asked if she lived in the house yes. If she owned the brand new 1992
Toyota pickup truck (without a shell) yes. If she and a mysterious man were
living in the truck within the last hourno.
He found two college students, deaning house and working on their tans,
dressed in common summer clothes, not
bothering anyone but semester old text -
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Accepting baldness is better than the alternatives
hair was there,
Mybut now it’s gone.
Skin now glows
where the hair used
to be. I was a young buck of 17 .3
when I first noticed my brown,
wavy hair clumping up in the
shower drain. Hair was on my
pillow, in my comb, everywhere.
Hair loss is just one of those 1
things that runs in my family. /
Maybe it was that time I doused
,
.
my hair in Clorox trying to
bleach it one summer. It only
made my hair turn a dark shade
of orange and my scalp itch for
weeks.
I even had nightmares about hair problem head on and startthe evil hair monster who jerked ed to take a humorous approach
my hair out while I slept. I to losing my hair. I thought of
couldn’t fight the monster some alternatives.
because he was robbing me of
A potion called Rogain with
my strength. I was experiencing Minoxidil made by some mad
the Samson complex all of my
scientists at Upjohn has been on
strength was in my hair. With the market for the last few years.
I
lost,
so
every strand of hair
A guy is supposed to massage the
went some of my vigor. I was expensive stuff religiously into
reduced to a little man from the his head for basically the rest of
tower of power I once was.
his life. I figured that if I live to
Over the past few years I’ve be 80 I’ll spend a total of $42,000
had to do some mental weight
at $700 a year on somelifting to give my punctured ego thing that is supposedly 30 pera boost. It took me a while to cent effective. I’d rather save my
realize that losing my hair wasn’t money and buy a convertible
the end of the world. There were Porsche to keep my soon-to-bethings far worse that could have shiny head tan while I drive.
happened to me. So I took my
Then comes the question of

co I took my hair

problem head on
and started to take a
i umorous approach
to losing my hair

books and papers thrown from the cab to
the truck bed and then the trash can.
To his chagrin and embarrassment,
the policeman apologized, radio backed
to dispatch to cancel the 911 and walked
quickly to car. "If nosy neighbors would
notice when there really was a problem:’
he muttered. He then paid a visit to the
nosy neighbor.
It didn’t look like the first time he had
been called for a suspicious circumstances that proved to be innocent. San
Jose Police has a policy that any suspicious circumstances can be called into
911. Better to be safe than sorry-a good
philosophy for the third largest city in
the first largest state in the union.
I don’t know how safe your area of San
Jose is, but in my area the police don’t
have time to check up on two college students who are doing their spring cleaning in the fall.
According to Kathy Campbell, a staff
technician in the San Jose Police Personnel Office, a top level patrol officer
makes $23.45 an hour plus benefits. It
only takes five and an half years to heat
this seven step in the pay scale.
Too had so much time and money was
wasted by a nosy neighbor who drove by
too quickly to even notice what gender
the people cleaning out a brand new
truck was.
Too bad the policeman had to spend
a portion of his $23.45 an hour job not
teaching crime prevention or stopping
at the scene of an accident or helping
someone who really needs it.

Jon Solomon

Writer’s Forum
with lipstick for the BHMA’s
Most Kissable Bald Head Award.
There are also awards for the
smoothest, brownest, prettiest,
most distinguished, tallest, shiniest and best all-around bald
heads, according to Richard Sandomir’s book "Bald Like Me."
This book shows you "the power
of positive baldness" through
"Dear Yul: Diary of a Bald Man:’
with features on some of the
Patron Saints of Baldness such
as Joe Garagiola, Louis Gosset
Jr., Dick Vitale and other humorous accounts of baldness.
Sure it would be nice to have a
full head of hair, but I’m running
out of luck fast. At 22, I’ll probably be fully bald on top in a few
years and blinding people with
my shiny head. As Shakespeare
said, "There’s not time for a man
to recover his hair that grows
bald by nature’
So basically when you’re bald,
you’re bald forever, everything
else only hides it. When I finally
do reach that milestone of baldness, I’ll say it loud, "I’m bald and
I’m proud:’

Letters to the Editor

Maria Rose

Writer’s Forum

toupee or not to pay a large sum
of money for something that
resembles a dead animal that I
could glue to my head. Or I could
pull the old "flipperoo" trick of
letting my hair get about two feet
long and then draping it over my
bald spot. My high school gym
teacher used to do that and made
his hair stay down with his natural grease. He was probably
afraid of washing his hair for fear
that he would lose more.
The wind can be disastrous to
a guy trying to hide his baldness.
My gym class strained to hold
laughter back while the teacher
tried frantically to pat down his
wind-swept strands. For a toupee
wearer, the wind is a foe. A sudden gust of wind can steal a
man’s pride in a moment, exposing his bare head to the world.
There’s also the hair transplant
thing where these "doctors" knife
up your scalp, put plugs in your
head and then take hair from the
back of your head and stuff it in
the plugs. If I wanted my scalp
carved and bloodied I’d hire Jeffrey Dahmer.
Another possibility is bonding together with other bald guys
at the annual Bald-Headed Men
of America convention in Morehead City, North Carolina Here,
guys can get their heads covered

Access to computers
available to minorities
In a classic example of "hitand-run" journalism, your computer columnist Robert Scoble,
aka "The Spartan Nerd:’ made
claims against the Computing
Information Center in this past
spring semester’s last issue. As
there was no Spartan Daily until
this semester (a thankful occurrence to many, I’m sure), I have
not had an opportunity to
respond. Now that you have
resumed publishing. I would like
to address some of the things he
said.
Mr. Scoble claims that "blacks
and other minorities don’t have
access to the technology that
empowers people to reach their
dreams." This is the baseless
foundation for one of the most
asinine pieces of trash ever
assembled on paper. If Mr. Scoble
would take a look at ANY of the
computer labs on campus, he
would see the all -empowering
technology that is available to
ANY student (or faculty/staff)
on campus, regardless of race.
Macs, PC’s, Sun Workstations,
Silicon Graphics, 3278’s, etc., are
all available for ANY student. To
state that the access is not there
is ridiculous and shows a serious
lack of research on Mr. Scoble’s
part.
Mr. Scoble goes on to make

the following claim: "I am working on my homework in the
Journalism department at 3 a.m.
The faculty knows me, the janitors all know me. The police all
know me. The department chair
knows me. And because I am
white I can stay in the building
at all hours!’ Gee, Mr. Scoble, isn’t
there the slightest chance that the
reason you’re allowed to stay after
hours is because you have a staff
ID card?, or maybe because of
all the people in the Journalism
building that know you. To say
that the reason you are allowed
after hours because of the color
of your skin is so far from reality that it seriously boggles the
mind as to how you managed to
come up with such a conclusion.
The statement that was most
bothersome was directed to the
"techno-nerds that run the labs:’
Mr. Scoble questioned whether
we at the labs help black students
as much as we help white students. This is definitely a high
point in Mickey Mouse journalism and truly a statement based
on countless milliseconds of
observation and analysis. Apparently Mr. Roble feels that the labs
are stocked with a specially bred
Aryan computer race that
ignores minorities. As is more
than apparent to ANYONE who
has ever stepped foot in ANY of
our labs, the majority (practically all) of the student assistants
are minorities. And we do not

hesitate to help anyone, regardless of their skin color. Mr. Scoble
goes on to state that perhaps
women have been denied similar access to computers. At CIC,
my boss is black and his boss is a
woman. They can do things on
computer systems that would
amaze Steve Wozniak. Nearly all
the staff personnel in the Computing Information Office are
minorities. And that didn’t happen via Affirmative Action, Mr.
Roble. It came by having a great
knowledge of computers.
Every single one of Mr.
Scoble’s statements and "observations" are groundless and
completely without merit. He
obviously did not take the time
to research his topic beyond the
time it took to type it. Because
of budget cuts, the amount of
SA’s we have is diminishing. To
say that we, the Student Assistant% do not provide equal access
or help to students because of
their skin color is totally groundless. We feel that this is true of
department labs also. I highly
recommend to anyone wishing
access to computers to come utilize the campus facilities. We have
computer labs in BC16 and
WSQ1 and they will be open
beginning September 14. Hours
are M-Th 12:00-9:00 and Friday
12:00-5:00. Some departments
have computer labs also. Check
with their department offices for
times and requirements.

Mr. Scoble owes us, as well as
every computer-literate person
on this campus, an apology. It’s
as though he had nothing to
write about and decided to write
off the top of his head. In the
future, spare us from the fiction
and write something interesting
in your column. Maybe something on Operating Systems or
using the Mainframe. Or better
yet, a column on why the name
of your column shouldn’t be
changed from "The Spartan
Nerd" to "The Village Idiot".
Raul (Airtes. Jr.
Student Assistant,
Computing Iriptrmanon
Center

Clarification
The editorial on Tliesday stated that "On Sept 30, the San Jose
City Council will be considering
whether to close San Carlos
Street...." On Sept. 30, the University Environs Task Force,
chaired by City Councilman
David Pandori, will hold a public hearing on the trial closure.
The City Council will not consider the street’s future until later
this fall.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS LEISURE SERVICES: Leisure Classes, sign
up deadline is Sept. 25, brochures available in Student Activities and Services Offices, call 924-5961.
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: Welcome for new and old members, 230 pm. -5 pm., Guadalupe Room, Student Union, call 293-8005.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Back To School Dance, 9 p.m. - 1 am., Student Union
Ballroom, call 293-9445.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Information Table, 8 am. - 2 p.m., 1st floor, Business
Classrooms, call 773-9189.
INDIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION (ISA): General Meeting, 12:30 p.m,
Costanoan Room, Student Union, call 259-2804.
MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting and prayer, 12:30 pm. 2 p.m, Almaden Room, Student Union, call 241-0850.
NU ALPHA KAPPA: Rush Week, 8 a.m. - 3 p.m., in front of the Student
Union, call 363-0233 or 926-9674.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Weight Loss Support Group, call 9246119.

Saturday 5
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Welcome Back BBQ 4 pm., call 450-1770
for location.

Sunday 6
CALMECA PROJECT: Welcome Back BBQ 11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Spartan
Field, call 279-5143.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Sunday Masses, 6 p.m. and 8
p.m., Campus Christian Center (6 pm.) and St. Joseph’s Cathedral (8 p.m.),
call 298-0204.
Sparta( Mide is available to SISU students, faculty and staff organipat ions for free.
Deadline is 5 pm , two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan
1M11209. lamittid space may force reducing the nun ibcr or entries.

SPARTAN )AILY
News Room
Fax
Advertising
Classified

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Democrats: Stump for student voters
From Pagel
amphitheater to listen to seven
speakers describe the importance
of the student vote and the importance of voting democrat.
The speakers included Democratic Party activist David SerranoSuwell, SJSU Campus Democrats
Acting President Ruth Drabkin,
California Democratic Chairman
Phil Angelides, Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod Diridon, San
Jose City Councilman Jim Beall,
State Assemblyman John Vasconcellos and actress Alley Mills.
"(Democratic candidates) care
if you have a job. They care if you
have an education:’ said California
Democratic Party activist David
Serrano-Suwell. He added that the
power to change lies in the hands
of students.
Several speakers added that the
only way to use that power is to
register by Oct. 5 to vote in the
November election.
Democratic Party Chairman
Phil Angelides blamed the Republican party for the current economic situation that led to the 8.8
percent cut in the California State
University’s budget. Politicians for
the past 20 years have emphasized
the virtues of making money
instead of helping the community,
he said.
"It’s time to cut Pete Wilson and
not education in this state
Angel ides said. "It’s time for Bush
and Quayle... to get out of Washington and go back home:’
Several of the speakers recalled
the politically charged climate of
their own college days in the
1960s. County Supervisor Rod
Diridon credited the student vote
for putting John F. Kennedy into
office and said that it is up to students to put Bill Clinton whom
Diridon described as another John
F. Kennedy into the White
House.
But the college political movement lost its power during the
early 1970s when people left the
communes to start the "me" generation, said actress Alley Mills,
who plays Norma Arnold on

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
E!mittecring student!

nart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably run
equations over again to make
curt’ they’re right. So you’re
working harder.
Ytiu don’t have to do that
anymore. Not when you use
the 11-68 Advanced Scientific
or 11-85 Graphics Calculator,
with their last equation replay
feature and many other
smart functions.
We’ve spent years with
students like you
’-" I

and educators like your professors to develop the 11-68 and
the11-85. That’s why they’re
so highly re i ommended.
For engineering students, the
11-68 solves up to five simultaneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming.
The -11-85 builds on the
power of the 11-68 by adding a
wide range of graphing c.
ities. Math students can 110, ,dle
calculus problems more easily.
And technical students can see
the functions for a better
understanding of problems.
The 11-85 aim,

complex numbers. Matrices.
Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it
offers a powerful one-equation
SOLVER.
Try a 11-68 or 11-85 at
your local 11 retailer today.
And start working smarter.
Instead of harder.

ABC’s "The Wonder Years."
"We’ll all deserve more of what
we’ve been having over these several decades (if we don’t change
the political scene)," Diridon
added.
The supervisor, citing Michael
Dukakis’ defeat in 1988 after going
into the campaign with a I7 -point
lead, said that Democrat supporters cannot sit back and count on
Clinton’s current 20 -point lead to
carry him to victory in November.
"We didn’t get out and fight:’
Diridon said of the 1988 cam-

"You have no idea how much
power you have," she told the
crowd.

Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

September 10
Test Date;
Oct. 3, 1992

Mills said 2.4 million college
voters have the power to swing the
California vote.

24 Hour
Mac & IBM
Rentals

DEADLINE
Don’t Wait!

"Never underestimate the
power of one (vote),’ Beall said. He
noted that Thomas Jefferson was
elected president by a single vote
and California was admitted to the
Union by one vote.

Need a Mac at Midnight?

REGISTRATION

Lic51"a_atittlE

r $ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL -I
Valid from 12 to 6 a.m. $2 off self service Macintosh computer time
with this coupon. Does not include laser prints. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location. Expires 9/30/92
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Assembly candidate Jim Beall said.

paign. "We went on vacation for a
couple of months because we
thought we had them heat."
State Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 1) -San Jose, described
the November election as a battle
between two value systems: the "I
got mine" group against those who
want to pull together to solve the
current problems.
"You have the responsibility to
yourself, your education system
and your state to do one thing.
That is register to vote San Jose
City Councilman and state
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SJSU to face Cal
Bears ic d by lieisman candidate White
BY ERIK HOVE

Spartan Ixely matt Writer

The time has finally arrived for
Ron Turner, SJSU’s head football
coach.
Turner’s 15 -year goal of becoming a head coach will finally be
realized Saturday against the
Golden Bears of the University of
California at Berkeley.
"I’m glad it’s finally here,’ Rimer said at a team press conference
on Monday.
Turner said it will be an emotional beginning for him when the
Spartans are suiting up and he has
time to think about what is ahead.
But when the players are warming
up, he will get down to business
and put his emotions aside.
Turner may be happy his time
has come, but it would be hard to
find a more difficult opponent to
open his head coaching career.
The Bears are ranked in the top 20
nationally in some pre-season
polls.
Cal runningback and leading
Heisman candidate Russell White
is going to be tough to keep under
control. White exploited the Spartans defense for 166 yards in the
teams’ meeting last year.
There are also other areas that
Turner and his staff will be concerned about.
"They’re very physical, have
good size and strength:’ Turner
said. "They also have good skill
guys like Sean Dawkins."
Dawkins, a standout receiver

caught passes from Mike Pawlawsk i last year, but will have two
unproven quarterbacks to deal
with in Dave Barr and Perry
Klein.
Barr is a 6-foot -4, 200-pound
sophomore, and Klein is a 6-foot3,215 -pound junior. Klein has a
slight edge in experience with 30
pass attempts over Barr’s no
attempts.
Monday reports out of Cal say
both players will get playing time
but Barr will start. The Spartans
should be concerned with either
man in the game as Dawkins can
make them look good.
To be effective against White,
SJSU plans to use its "46" defense
mixed in with a lot of stunts and
blitzes to keep White in check.
"You really can’t stop him, you
try and prevent him from making
the big play and stop him before
he gets going7 Turner said. "The
problem is that he is big and fast:’
"I’ve been thinking about this
all summer and I hope the next
few days are the quickest of my
life," Bowles said.
As a former Stanford assistant
coach, Turner is very familiar with
Cal, and has a good idea of their
schemes. Even with new coach
Keith Gilbertson, formerly an
offensive coordinator at Washington, Turner should have a good
grasp of what he is going to see.
"They’re not a one-dimensional team, they have good schemes
on offense and defense," Turner
said.

Disappointment: Johnson out for the 1992 season
Less than a week away from the
team’s opening game, Johnson was
play this season because of an called into Turner’s office for a
NCAA academic rule. The ruling meeting. Two hours later, Johnson
found out he would be out for the
was announced Thursday.
"It shot me down when I season. Johnson won’t even be
heard," Johnson said during the allowed to stand on the sidelines
Spartans’ Thursday evening prac- with his teammates during Saturtice. "Everybody told me to hold day’s game.
"I don’t think it’s the player’s
my head up, but it hurt:’
Johnson, who was recruited by responsibility to know all the
former Spartan head football NCAA rules:’ said Johnson, who
coach Terry Shea, came to SJSU still wasn’t sure of the specifics of
for the Fall 1991 semester. Two the ruling. "Someone at the uniweeks into the semester Johnson versity should have known. This
was told by Shea that he would has been a year wasted for me:’
At 6-foot-4, 265 pounds, Johnhave to go back to Pasadena Junior
College in order to retain his aca- son was penciled as Turner’s starting left tackle this summer. With a
demic elegibility.
After returning to SJSU last solid summer camp, Johnson
semester, Shea told Johnson and looked like the answer to the Sparhis family that the problem was tans’ search for a left tackle.
Now they have to look again.
settled.
"We knew we were going to be
On Monday morning that
faced with adversity this season:’
changed.

Ivan Puge I

Turner said. "That’s something we
can’t control. Now it is an opportunity to have someone step in and
play"
Senior tackle Dave Zeising will
move into the starting spot on Saturday. At 6-5,267 pounds, Zeising
will have to step in and perform to
make up for Johnson’s absence.
"We’ve been working with all of
our offensive linemen this summer
to prepare for something like the
Rimer said. "We’re going to stay
positive:’
Along with the announcement
of the loss of Johnson. Turner
found out about the loss of two
starters, senior fullback John
Thompson and senior guard Alten

Faletoi on Thursday. Mike Fortino,
who started last season at left
guard will move into the starting
right-guard spot on Saturday.
The loss of Thompson will be
especially difficult for the Spartans
to cope with. The 5-11,222 pound
Thompson was one of the stars for
the team this summer.
"He had a really good camp7
Turner said of Thompson. "But
that’s why you have depth:’
Rimer will platoon Billy Vuniwai and John Mountain in
Thompson’s absence. Despite having to make the changes less than
72 hours before the team’s opener
at Cal, Turner seems to be taking
them in stride.

Priced To Entice
The Recycle Book
Store offers used and
new books at prices that
will entice your reading

.1M1111=111=1.

NEEDED
TUTORS
For Elementary and High School Students

441:1%*1 thei

passion. Science fiction and

fantasy books are our specialty hut
we also carry CD’s, tapes, and records. The
Recycle Book Store not only sells books at
unbelievably low prices, they’ll buy your used
books and recycle them for new readers.

$8 Per session (45 minutes)
Flexible hours
Programs and materials provided
Immediate openings
Must provide own transportation

necvac
ocD BOOKSTORE
Mon Diur I Oanegpiii. F A Sat 10ani-lOpni, Sunday l2pnefloni
i In F Santa (Ina Si i11In..en 101 & 411) INiwniiiwn San lin,.

Princeton Home Tutoring... 978-7574
Associated Students Program Board presents:

woriuGHT muriciiiEs!

Spartan soccer opens with win
BY VICTOR A. MARIO-Mal, JR.
Sj.iilan I kuly Mall Wriii./

The Spartan soccer team dominated their first exhibition game
against U.C. Santa Barbara Tuesday, 2-1, at the South Campus
field.
Building around a very solid
defense and a fast offense, SJSU
out -played the flatfooted Gauchos.
The Spartans took the early
lead on a crossing pattern on the
left wing when Todd Andrade
passed to an open Spencer
Belideau. Belideau pushed the ball
just out of the reach of the Gaucho
goalkeeper to give SJSU a 1-0 lead

Cuban leader
Prom Page I
Gonzalez emphasized the
important economic role of
younger Cubans. More than 50
percent of Cuba’s 10.8 million people are under the age of 30. With
the collapse of the socialist camp,
she said, the Cuban youth must
fully participate in programs
designed to compensate for most
of their trade, lost with the demise
of the former Soviet Union. This
loss and an intensified blockade by
the U.S. complicated life in Cuba,
Gonzalez said. The Cubans will
fully participate in the process.
aimed at "70 percent economic
independence by 19947 she said.
The programs, said Gonzalez,
are developed in coordination
with The Center for Youth Studies.
They will focus on developing
exports in the pharmaceutical and
biotechnology areas, computers
and development of tourism.
Cubans fully participate in the
political process, which is devoid
of oppression, said Gonzalez.
Gonzalez said that "people who
were arrested committed openly
counter-revolutionary act iv it ies:’
"Cuba is a country with free
expression7 she added.
Cuba has held free and open
elections since 1975 when the
Constitution of the Republic of
Cuba was established, according to
Gonzalez. Candidates, she said, are
nominated through political
precincts.
Each zone has four to eight proposed delegates elected with the
majority of votes.An elected delegate participates in national elections and is accountable to his
onst ituents, who are authorized
to remove him from office every
half-a-year, she continued.
The president is elected by the
national assembly and nominates
his cabinet, according to Gonzalez.

seven minutes into the game. The
Spartans scored again in the second half when attacker Jeff Mulrah ill stole the ball away from a
UCSB player. Mulrahill caught the
Santa Barbara goalkeeper sleeping
and shot it past him for the second
goal.
A last second goal by Santa
Barbara made the final score 2-1.
"The second half we did a lot
better7 Spartan Head Coach Gary
St. Clair said. "This is something
to really build on for the start of
the season:’
The Spartans take on Seattle
University, Sept. 7 at Spartan Stadium.
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TIME

CONCERT

Today, September 4,1992
12:00 noon -1:00 pm
Student Union Amphitheatre
Coming soon: Overwhelming Colorfast
Wed., Sept. 16, Same time & place
Jr,
FREE!

Rock’n happy Hour!

FOR INFO CALL THE R A I LINE 1108) 9246261 FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

4-7pm Mon - Sat.
1/2Lnce oft Nachos!

FREE!I

LEVERAGE YOUR CAREER
f
AT
STANDARD
MICROSYSTEMS
CORPORATION

tu

co

to

World

Leader

SMC is a world leader in Local Area Network
adapters for PCs SMC sells over one million Ethernet
and Token Ring IAN adapters a year With approximate’,
100 employees, SMC’s Irvine Operations provides a sma
company environment where your effort is felt

Leading Edge Technology

!.,k4C develops and manufacturers advanced design LAN equipment, 1.51
devices.and PC software Gain the experience ot bringing new PC hardware
and software products to market in an aggressive technology driven company
Opportunities

Available

We want ’STARS’i We can advance/accelerate career growth through hands
on experience with significant protect responsibility and through educational
assistance
We have a wide range of technologies such as, gate array to 2001,
transistors, lull custom chip design, analog design, high volume pcb board des...

Requirements

Can you accept a Challenge/Responsibility? We’re looking for people with
practical flair for engineering to develop new products in the following areas
VLSI/HARDWARE DESIGN Design full and serIll
LAN chips and communication system products

Custom

SOFTWARE Develop device drivers and utilities for SMC’s
Ethernet. Token Ring, and LAN adapters Device drivers
are developed for NetWare, NDIS DOS, OS/2. UNIX. and

Windows NT
Interested?
Mail resume to
Cindy Ragognetti
Standard Microsystems Corporation

6 Hughes. Irvine, CA 92718
or fax to (714) 707 2311

World Events
0 Italian cargo
plane crashes
near Sarajevo

SPARTAN DAILY

e China threats to
withdraw arms
can hurt Bush

SARAJEVO,
Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) - An Italian cargo plane on a
mercy flight to the besieged Bosnian
capital crashed Thursday and left no
signs of survivors, a U.N. official said.
Fernando del Mundo, a spokesman
for the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees in Geneva, said the plane’s
wreckage was found near Sarajevo. He
said there was no immediate indication
of what caused it to go down but
stressed there was no evidence the plane
was shot down.
"We don’t suspect this is the result of
belligerent action:’ he said.
He said the plane came down in territory controlled ethnic Croats.
It was the first plane in the U.N.organized relief effort to go down,
although several aircraft have been shot
at while coming in to Sarajevo.
U.N. suspends airlift
The United Nations suspended the
international airlift to Sarajevo shortly
after the crash, pending a full review of
security. Twenty-two flights landed in
the Bosnian capital Thursday before the
decision.
Del Mundo said the wreckage was
found near the town of Jesenic, 21 miles
west of Sarajevo, after a search involving
American and British helicopters and
U.N. armed personel carriers.
The pilot of the U.S. helicopter that
sighted the plane radioed the U.N.
refugee agency in Geneva with the
news.
The G-222 twin-engine turbo prop
aircraft was flying blankets from the
Croatian port of Split to Sarajevo when
it lost radio contact.
Weather conditions were reportedly
good at the time of the accident.
The Pentagon said four U.S. military
helicopters from the amphibious assault
ship USS Iwo Jima in the Adriatic joined
the search for the downed aircraft at the
request of the Italian government.
In New York, U.N. spokesman Francois Giuliani said German and British
planes also were part of the search.
Del Mundo said the plane Was last
heard from at 1:17 p.m. It had taken off
from Split, on the Croatian coast, about
30 minutes earlier.
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A withdrawal by China could derail
U.S. efforts to prevent sales of Chinese
missiles to Syria or other nations in the
Middle East. The United States, Britain,
France, China and Russia - the major
international arms suppliers - began
talks last year on measures to reduce
weapons sales, particularly to Third
World countries in unstable regions.

BEIJING (AP) - Election -year
largess by President Bush may help win
votes at home, but some of it is drawing
criticism overseas.
China threatened Thursday to withdraw from international arms control
talks over Bush’s decision to sell fighter
jets to Taiwan. And huge new wheat
export subsidies announced by Bush
brought an unhappy reaction from the
European Community, Australia and
Argentina.

@ Four million
deaths feared in
South Africa

Bush motivated by jobs
Jobs, a major issue in this election
year, apparently spurred both Bush
moves. The sale of $6 billion in fighter
jets in Taiwan was announced Wednesday in Forth Worth, Texas, home to several thousand General Dynamics Corp.
workers whose jobs could be saved by
the decision.
The deal would end a decade-old ban
on the sale of F- I 6s to Taiwan, the
stronghold of the Nationalist government driven from China’s mainland in
1949.
Wheat subsidies criticized by EC
The new wheat export subsidies of $1
billion, also announced Wednesday,
would be provided under the Export
Enhancement Program. Last year’s cereal grain subsidies under the program
were $768 million. Agricultural subsidies have been a major bone of contention between the United States and
the EC.
Critics said Bush is putting his reputation as a deft broker in international
politics at risk to earn the goodwill of
voters two months before the elections.
After the F-16 sale was announced,
China summoned U.S. Ambassador J.
Stapleton Roy to the Foreign Ministry
and lodged a strong protest, the staterun Xinhua news agency reported.
It quoted Vice Foreign Minister Liu
Huaqiu as telling Roy that if the United
States proceeded with the sale of the F165, "China would find it difficult to
stay in the meeting of the five on arms
control issues."

LONDON (AP) - At least 4 million
people will die in parched southern
Africa if food is not delivered quickly, a
British aid worker said Thursday as aid
agencies launched an appeal to help an
estimated 40 million people at risk on
the continent.
An official of the Oxfam aid agency
added that the situation in Somalia was
the worst he had seen in two decades,
including the Ethiopian famine of 1984.
The public appeal for support,
backed by five-minute television programs Thursday night on BBC and
independent British television, is being
made by ActionAid, the British Red
Cross, Cafod, Christian Aid, Help the
Aged, Oxfam and Save the Children.
The charities cited United Nations
estimates that 21 million people are at
risk from hunger in the Horn of Africa,
and that some 1.5 million people in
Somalia are in imminent danger of starvation.
They said that 19 million people will
need food aid in southern Africa this
year.
James Oporia-Ekwaro, head of the
African and Middle East department of
Christian Aid, said drought threatened
starvation for millions in Mozambique,
Malawi, Angola, Namibia, Botswana,
Lesotho, Zimbabwe and Zambia.
He cited a European Community
estimate that those countries need 8
million tons of food - the equivalent of
270,000 truckloads.
Oxfam’s Tony Vaux said his recent
visit to Somalia in northeast Africa
"was the most distressing experience of
all my travels for Oxfam over 20 years,
including Ethiopia in 1984."
Dee O’Connell, who is coordinating
the appeal under the umbrella of the
Disasters Emergency Committee, said
there was no fund-raising target.

0 Flood kills
hundreds in
Afghanistan

ANNOUNCEMENTS

’Good Student’
’Farnry Multi-car
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Satudays 9-2.

FOR SALE

CONCERT TICKETS! Loa Knoell
"BACK TO SCHOOL -DANCE Fri (2) $34. no. 10/23. Ned Diamond
9/4/92, 9 pm. 1 am. SO Ballroom, (31$29. ea. 10/4. 408261 2014
Call Dan 293 9445 for tickets
$5. advance, $8 at Oxr. 18 & up. NEW SKIN
CARE
LINE.
’Athena of Beverly Hills". Introduc
FREE UST, WORLD COINS. Send tory offer for SJSU students.
business size SASE to: Hadlock, Cleansing emulsion, AM&PM
Box 2166. Orange Park, FL 32067. complex. elastin gel, exfoliating
satb, wrinkle mem. Fully guaran
*WANTED! $1,000. REWARD** teed. Send 29.99 to CBL Metchan
API s for 2nd Annual Bay Area dicing. Dept. SD. 1702 H200
Meridian Ave. San Jose, CA
Talent Seth) (510) 2689333
95125. For monalf703. send SASE
PARALEGAL CERTIRCATE.
Chapman University, Sornyvale.
fi weekends. Sept 12 Niv 1
(408i 734 5017
FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS.
*Op dos notioe
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
We map more fraternities &
Ceire visits, teeth cie,w wai Arai
stays - no charge
sureties than any local insurary e
(aoker. If rou rime hal deer)",
SAVE NONE,/ and your TEETH
(Warning cancettke hdAny
Enroll nese
and property coverages.
For brochire see
cat 1403) 252 7300.
A.S. Office or
Cal 8036553225

OEM

$6,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
insurave coverage kw students
dru Blue Cross of Caleomia
Rates as low as $22 ger month.
Also available we:
Pregnancy Plen &
Dental clan
1133 Saratoga Ave, San Jose
(408) 252 7300
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 burs per week
as a Conmunny Friend. providing
axial support to Ulnae who
endure mental illness We train
408 4360E06
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books. magazines, tapes and
unique gin tems
KOISS’ Tues. thru Fn. 16 pm
Sat. 10 6 pm & Sun. 11 4 pm.
463 S. Bascom Ave. San iaSP.
4092793342
AUTOMOTIVE

HELP WANTED

(Victoria Falls sees
its first victim
in five years

Phone: 924-3277
BABYSITTER: Flexible hrs. $5./hr.
2 taks. from campus. Includes free
park rig permit. Lisa 28654 51.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
*Teachers & Substitutes.
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
Scis & Vacation Pay.
Errployee Childcare Credit.
Ernpkyee Referral Bonus.
NM hiring for before end after
school age child cam programs
and preschool programs.
Mnrnurn 121,85 (CE
or related course WO*
e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Also hem credential students or
equivalent to work xi cur private
ekenentary as nstructional ads.
We are offers FT. PT, split shifts
and Iles hours for students.
Cal (406) 257-7326
for an interview
cc further nforrnatnn
KARI MICHAELIEN
’Kate firm de NBC Serles
GIMME A BREAM
Serikng 5 to 10 motivated
sportsmnded and/cr
health ocrcious nceirdiab
to work PT,’FT to help txaid new
company. Positive attitude
and neat appeararce a must.
(408) 7274704 cr 9887809.
DEUVERY DRIVERS CASHIERS
DAY & EVEMNG SHIFTS AVAIL
Grid Indy Must be reliable and
hard workwv, Apply in person.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
2565N First St or call 435 7300

COMPUTER Programmer f/t or p/t
with BS or MS needed. Send
tesurne Horsthiann Soft 4 N. 2nd POP SYSTEMS HAS JOS openhgls
St. Si. 95113, FM 4082986157. in *Mesh canputer ndustry. Call
(408) 944 0301 for interest in
WEEKEND A.M.’S $7-8.HR. Can a full time account executive or
train. Help disabled person with part tine shopprg / recemry; clerk
.personal rain’ Iv nisk. 2960636. position.Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any
Waduatig senior.
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
hour shffs Part or Fi Sartre
HIRING
Y. SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
CRUISE
SHIPS
Earn 2.000. /month. Summer &
Excellent benefits.
career employment availabie. No
Vile Iran.
experience necessary. For program
No RIIIPTIPI1CP necessary.
call 1 20654 54155 art C6041
WEEKLY PAY
Credrt inon
CHILDCARE 1 hour in momngs
Srecial lobs to $8.50 per line.
knit: 8 arn.-5 pm. Monday Friday and 3 hours in afternoons. Must
have car & be able to &he & pock
Mangum’ Sacuilty Services
up from school. Call Jeanette at
3212 Scott Bid. Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas & Oboe . 2435633 menngs.
PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
International Marketing firm seek
wig dynamic, seemotNated indhid
uals to help build expandirg South
Bay area 4083659869. Sales
& management positions wailer)*

AUTO INSURANCE
Carrpus Instranoe Serape
Special Student Rog-arns
YOU NEED MONEY? I need
Seiving SISU for 20 years
students Joan me to put bee pop
’Onyat Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates kw NonGood Dryers’ corn maker in stores. $100. per
madene. Call Nicolas: 292.5399.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Officials don’t know when the 33foot wall of water swept through the
area, about 55 miles northeast of Kabul.
The Defense Ministry said it believed
the flash flood occurred early Wednesday.

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) - A
churning wall of water, mud and rock
swept through the fertile valleys of the
Hindu Kush Mountains, leaving hundreds of people dead or missing, a
British-based charity said Thursday.
Rescue workers were just starting to
dig bodies out of the 6-foot deposits of
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) - A
mud, the Halo Trust charity said, and
estimated the death toll could rise to tourist drowned after being thrown
from a raft into thundering rapids of the
3,000.
Flash floods wiped out entire villages Zambezi River near Victoria Falls, the
in the Salang, Dhorband and Shaltuh South African Press Association reportvalleys, destroying orchards, irrigation ed.
canals and up to 1,000 homes, said Guy
In a dispatch Wednesday, SAPA said
Willoughby, head of Halo Trust. The
organization was clearing mines scat- it was the first fatality since white-water
tered in the area during the 14-year war rafting trips were introduced five years
between the former Communist gov- ago in the river at the foot of the 350ernment and Muslim rebels that suc- foot falls linking Zimbabwe and Zambia.
ceeded it.
Willoughby said in a statement that
Rafters occasionally get tossed from
some of the destroyed homes in the narrow valleys - flanked by barren slopes rafts and are told to allow the current to
and snow-capped peaks - were built take them downstream, but the woman
instead grabbed onto a rock and was
by returning refugees.
The statement said at least 450 people sucked under the water, SAPA said.
were killed and another 500 were missIt identified her as Beverly Owen, 42..
ing in two areas where his organization
has been working. It added that many of and said she was born in South Africa
the victims were trapped in their homes but lived in Britain. The agency said the
accident occurred over the weekend.
by the mud.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
maks* no darns lot products or
services advertised below ncw
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified colonels of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings an not approved of
verified by the ninvspaper.

GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
$1.000 00 on just (Si,’ week! Plus
$1.000. for the member who calls!
And a flee headincrie radio just fa
calling 18009320528. est 65.
LOOKING FOR drum* & friendly
people to expand international
marketing business. For this great
opportunrty call 9933740

1992

DANCE TEACHERS!
Expenen. ce & car trouped
996.8955.

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 block SESU CLEAN SECURE 2 BD/2BA. APT,
kitchen per, near downtown. Non Laindry Ord parking, $775./mo.
deo 529 South 10th St. e1
smoker, peke reap. male studerit
or cal Michael at 9985485.
5285. /mo. 297-7679.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits. 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Call 1-81303383388 mt. P 3310. 2 bedroom/2 bath start $770.
Walk or ride bike to school.
TEACHER AT MOH QUAUTY drop Laundry facilities. Secured
NI play center for 2-12 w oils. Are entrance. Ample parking. Cable TV
PT sched. day. eve. weekends. available. Remodeled, roomy di
Min. 6 ECE units req. 12 pref. Kids very clean. Call Maiager2889157
Park near Oakndge Mall 281,8880. or leave message

HOUSING
ROOM 4 rent. 1 blk. fr SJSU Vic.
house. 2 rooms 4 5300. ea.
10% of PG&E a mo.$200.dep
293 7926

THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
Largest selection.
Lye Cost
Fast results.
3410 Stevens Creek Blvd
Open Mon - Sat, 11 am 7 pm
241 5510

1 DORM. COTTAGE near campus,
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
pnvacy, locking garage. WI. paid, wth all erectric kitchen. dishwash
$650 Washer/dyer. walk in closet, re. ar ccncirtiorirg. gated cowarod
wall-to-wall carpet. etc. Parking for
parking and on site laundry.
two. Rx rib cal Daniel. 2926723. Bright and aty. Quint, one for staff
OK for two 1 taxis from campus
From $670. / Mane’.
2 MASTER DORMS, 2 full Moths.
6 closets. 2 blocks from SJSU. Aspen Vntage Tower. 2974705.
Underground parking, laundry
room. BBQ area, pool table, ping STUDIO APT FOR 1 PERSON.
pong table. Free cable TV. 148 E. $475. mo. $300. dep. Util. pd
Mum St Call Cindy at 9470803. Parkirg, Call for emit 2597040.

CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Schatarshps & financial aid
available regardless of grades or
parents’ income! Orer 300.000
schaarshre totaling S29 billion!
*Average of 100 sauces al sect
ambers, fin. aid & grants n each
40 page report! *Cali for free info.
18009440066 ext 7620

WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and club.
house. Quality Irving at a reason
WORDPROCESSING
able rate Ask for student dna:urn.
1750 Stokes St. (408) 9980300. AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word Processing! Theses, term
WORK EXCHANGE FOR RENT: papers, Nursng & group properts.
Help disabled persin in a.m 5, resumes, letters, manusapts. etc.
Mon. -Fri. 15 hours/week. Can Wad Perfect 5.1, HP Laser Jet All
forrnats plus *PA. Sperm punctu
Pan Lease message. 2960636.
anon and grammar assistance. All
ROOM 4 RENT- SARATOGA/ 280. work guaranteed! Says $U with
Retorts! Discounts! Fix wonyfree.
3 bedroom 21/2 bath.
dependable, and prompt sennce,
Nonsmoker. $300./mo.
cal PAM 247 2681 (8 a.mti pm).
Call 2821203. Eve: 2440795.

SERVICES
ELECTROLTMS tXJNICI!
Unwanted hair removed former.
SPeciaist. Confriattial.
Disposable or rut own probe.
247-7486.
335 S. Bays...oar Av. San .lose, Ca.

FAX: 924-3282

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Wool Pry-recast& Tenn Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APA
Turaban, Desktop PLMishing
Graphic Cisgn & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
V. I. P. Graphics
Near 0,1kridge Mal
3639254

I HATE TO TYPE!
If this got gar attention.
gke wself a break.
Let me do it tor psi!
Free proli up and delnery.
$2.00 cer page.
Call Julie at 9988354.
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING
Resumes, newsletters, k:gos,
promobonals. papers, theses
Student discounts.
"Creative Sokitions for Every
Desktop Publehng Need.’
To 9 pm. (408) 997.7055.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and Eng)ish papers , theses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other forrnats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Pall or Vrignia 40E12510449.
WORD PROCESSiNG
Overwheln red IN retorts
to be typed?
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
Graduate & undergrad Resurnes,
Win papers, theses, Imes etc.
24 lour tunaround on most work.
Appointment necessary.
Call Atria, 972.4992.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line

minimum
Throe
Ono
Two
Days
Day"
Day
718tos
SS
SS
17
110
4 lines
58
SS
St 1
5 Nees
Si
St
110
512
SIMs,
SI
SI by each additional line

Four
Days
511
517
513
514

Rye
Days
513
114
S’s
Ste

Men the Afah day,’. Increases by $1 par day.
{1,1

lire))’, spa-es) in tiold free of chame
arkitional words in hold for St each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $ 70. 10-14 lines 5.4)
15-19 lines: $110.

Phrase check /
your classification:

e Vess

Are

Zoo eccie

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San lass State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent,’) Hall, Room 209.
All ads are prepaid.
II Deadline I wo days before publication
rinser olive publi, anon% dates only No refunds on cancelled ads.

QUESTIONS? CALL (409) 924-3277

nouncements
- Automata,’
Ilectromcs
Iry Sale
(sleek
Help Wanted
Housing
- lost and Fourel
Senaces
trawl
Tutoring
Wutd Prot esung

Entertainment
Pacific Standard Time jazzes up amphitheater
ii 11-’

6
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Indeed, PST is a rich amalgam
of musical influences. Sotello and
Boaz played together in the SJSU
Japan may seem an unlikely Latin -Jazz Ensemble, Cefalu frontdestination for a self-described ed his own blues outfit, and the
latin-jazz-blues- funk ensemble, other members have all played
but members of San Jose’s own professionally in bands throughPacific Standard Time don’t seem out the bay area ranging from
alternative to classical. The result
the least bit surprised.
"Jazz is big in Japan:’ explained is an eclectic blend of traditional
bassist Chip Boaz, "way more so and contemporary genres.
"Everyone is really versatile
than here. They’re much more
musically," said Sotello, "and they
receptive to it."
Accordingly, the band is pack- bring alot to the band?’
Cefalu, who doubles as the
ing it’s bags and heading for the
Pacific rim to participate in the band’s music director, said, "A lot
International Festival ’92, an annu- of what we do are tributes to highinfluential
American
al event hosted by San Jose’s sister light
artiststo sort of pay homage:’
city, Okayama.
This includes original arrangeThemed "Folk Dance and Folk
Music of the World:’ the festival is ments of blues great T-Bone Walka 16-day, 21 -city whirlwind tour of er and the legendary Duke Ellingthe Okayama Prefecture, bringing ton, combining elements of intertogether traditional and popular pretation and improvisation with
music from Korea, Indonesia, Ger- the original scores.
many, Peru, and the United States.
The band also experiments
But you can catch their perfor- with all kinds of jazz, latin and
mance before they leave when they funk, exploring much more than
play a free send-off show today at their Japanese billing as "a Calinoon in the SJSU amphitheater.
fornia jazz band from the USA"
Although members of l’aci fic suggests.
Standard Time have all worked
PST is looking forward to the
together on various projects in the tour not only as a chance to play,
past, the band was assembled but also as a chance to experience
specifically fin the festival, and was the music and culture of the local
chosen on the basis of the individ- regions.
ual members’ past work.
The band will be joined on
Organized in May by guitarist stage by local musicians, and this
Bill (elaltr and ex-Playmation key- type of cultural exchange is one of
boardist 1)olores Duran, the nine- the primary features of the festival.
piece is composed largely of SJSU
"It’s not just a vacation:’
music students and runs the laughed Sotello.
gamut in terms of style.
"Yeah, they’ve got a whole itin"We wanted to represent the erary planned for us," said Cefalu.
San Jose community" said percus- "We might even learn how to roll
sionist Sam Sotello of the band’s sushi."
line-up. "San Jose is very diverse
Although it was the festival that
culturally and we wanted the band brought them together as a unit,
to reflect that?’
the band hopes to make it last.
SpaRani.suly
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Youth Brigade headlines
at FIX Monday night
BY

JON SOLOMON

IMO MA Miler

Dust off your Doc Martens and
get ready for a punk rock feast featuring Youth Brigade, Green Day,
Samiam, and No Use for a Name,
this Monday night at FIX.
It’s been a decade since the
Southern California punk explosion and L.A.’s Youth Brigade still
stands tall as one of the most powerful bands to come out of that
era. Brothers Shawn, Mark and
Adam Stern form this solidly
potent trio who pack an extremely hard musical punch.
Around 1985 Shawn and Mark
continued as the Brigade for two
years while younger brother Adam
finished art school, hut apparently it wasn’t the same when all three
were together.
Last year Mark and Adam
toured under the name The Royal
Crown Revue. They toured North
America and Europe with their
hopping, jumping-jive band, while
Shawn toured with his melodic
punk band That’s It.
Last January, Youth Brigade got
back together and started working
on new material. A six -song EP
entitled "Come Again:’ is scheduled to hit the stores Oct. 1 and an
album is due out in early ’93.
The band will tour California,
the Southwest then plan to tour

Europe from mid -September to
November with a film crew on
hand documenting the tour. It’s
somewhat similar to what Youth
Brigade and Social Distortion did
on the film "Another State of
Mind?’ Except this time it will have
more of an emphasis on Youth
Brigade and its music, politics and
madness of the world they live in
and have been able to create a part
of, Shawn said. The brothers hope
to inspire the ideal that "youth" is
an attitude, not an age.
In 1982 Shawn and Mark organized the Better Youth Organization, which believes in "Working
toward a world where education is
a lifelong experience open to all;
where co-operation, understanding and love will replace competition, intolerance and fear?’ Shawn
said.
Also on Monday night’s bill is
Berkeley’s own Green Day, who
has a sound that echoes that of the
punk -pop tradition of the Adolecents, coated with forlorn unrequited love -type lyrics. Last year
the band released critically
acclaimed "Kerplunk!" Green Day
is known for its intense, high energy live shows.
Also coining out of Berkeley is
Samiam with their textured wall of
sound layered with harmonic
melodies. The songwriting is
developed for such a young band.

MARVIN FONG - SPARTAN DAILY

Four members of Pacific Standard Time (left to right) Chip Boaz, Bill Cefalu, Delores Duran, and Sam Satelo met through SJSU’s music department.
Their hand will play today in the arnpliitho.lt f (’ it noon then will travel to Japan to participate in a jazz festival in Okayami Japan

Tapestry in Talent invades downtown
90-panel mural
lets everyone
participate in this
weekend’sfestival
BY DON MCGEE
!Tartan I >ally SIAM-ter

Downtown San Jose will be
sprinkled with artistic expressions
supplied by Tapestry in Talent’s
17th annual Festival of the Arts.
The theme of the this year’s festival is centered around reflecting
the diversity of people in San Jose,
according to Carol Schreiber, who
is an executive director with Tapestry in Talent.
"We want to show that while we
as people have commonalities
there exists uniqueness too:’
Schreiber said. "This (festival) is
real art for real people and for the
ethnic diversity of San loser
Schreiber is anticipating
200,000-250,000 people to attend
the three-day event which will be
highlighted by 400 arts and crafts
booths with artisans from across
the country displaying their individual expressions.
There will also be 65 food
booths featuring ethnic foods
from an array of countries. Also
featured will be a poster contest
and a story telling corner where
members of the community will
read ethnic folk tales.
And there’s more.
There will be musicians spread
out over six stages playing everything from jazz and blues to classical and country music. Some

notables performers are RCA
recording artist Jeffrey Gaines and
South Bay rock and blues singer
John Wedemeyer.
One of the main attractions will
be a 90-panel mural created by
children as part of the festivals
Youth Expo. While 30 of the pan

els have already been painted,
Schreiber said festival participants
will have the chance to show their
creativity on the remaining panels.
Festival times are Saturday II
a.m. to 7 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. and Monday from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. in downtown San lose.

Things That Make You Go Mmm
Feed Me delivers Italian meal to Chinese
student, Chinese takeout to Mexican
woman, Mexican fiesta to Japanese
professor and Japanese Bento box to
Italian lover
... achieves world peace.

FEED ME

Favorite Eateric Expres Delivery

GRANDE
0444.40+1

W ELCOME BACK LUNCHEON

Delivery Hours - 5:00pm - 10:00pm

In appreciation for your
contribution to the
community and your hard
work and dedication!!

Flor it "I. nor

RSVP. BY MONDAY, SEPT. 7th

oelf"ruittiiito lowooilt iti

Shs.1.-to

"vita.

our 11..1.111 ’,I, ,,.,r. ikr

r

FREE DELIVERY

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9th

The LUNCH and ENTERTAINMENT
are a gift (limited to first 100)

NVidamMai

404C9

R ES TA URANT

(408) 241 -FEED

FOR THE FACULTY & STAFF OF SAN JOSE STATE

12:00pm-1:00pm
at the INTERNATIONAL
CLUB (360 S. 11th)

The festival will be centered
around Plaza Park. Proceeds from
concessions of the event will benefit Tapestry in Talent of San Jose
Inc., which is a non-profit organization, to help meet the costs of
funding future events. Admission
is free.

Sponsored by
FIRST UNITED METHODIST .
CHURCH
5th 8. Santa Clara
San Jose
924-7254

First Week Only, August 26-September 4, 1992
(hie coupon per delivery (inter placed. ’Ibis plomotion is valid only during Mc al( xementioncil dams,
and not with any other discount or prornotion.Orders most he over S II k iii I WWI( 1:1% 1.
/li
S IMO will he charged S2.110 for delivery. Coupon must he pi rsci acu I at lime of delivery.
Mase alert the dispatcher at the time you place your order it you will Ix- leanp a coupon.
This coupon is no valid if Xeroxed or otherwise duplktied
=IP

